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How the QBO will change in a future climate is not sufficiently understood
No studies about future QBO changes in IPCC AR4 report

Projecting how the QBO will change in response to increased CO2 requires
climate models that can self-consistently simulate the changes in 
wave fluxes and mean residual vertical velocity

Kawatani, Y., K. Hamilton and S. Watanabe, 2011
The quasi-biennial oscillation in a double  CO2 climate, J. Atmos. Sci., 68, 265-283 



・Atmospheric component of MIROC3.2

・T106 (Δλ and Δφ ~1.125 deg)
minimum resolvable horizontal wavelengths: ~380 km

・L72 (0-47km), z = 550m from 300 hPa to 5 hPa

・Integrated period: 90-years in present and future climate runs

・Data sampled every hour for detailed analysis (81-90 years) 

・Arakawa-Schubert with RHC=0.72 (Emori et al. 2001)

・Mountain GW parameterization by McFarlane (1987)

・Non-stationary GW parameterization is not included
→ Simulated QBO is driven by explicitly resolved waves



Experimental design

2 2 22 1 2xCO HadISST xCO xCOSST SST dSST →= +

Control (present climate) Run
Climatological HadISST 1979-1998 ave
(i.e. no ENSO)
CO2: 345 ppmv

Double CO2 (future climate) Run
SST incremented by the predicted changes
from 1979-1998 to 2080-2099 in CMIP3
(SRES A1B scenario)

CO2 : double=690 ppmv
No O3 change

Thanks to Dr. Mizuta

SST present

SST future

future － present

※CMIP3: Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 



Climatological annual mean Precipitation

present future

future
－
present

>95%
significance

zonal mean

present
future

Reasonably simulated the spatial distribution of PRCP, e.x. IPCZ and SPCZ
Amount of zonal mean PRCP in the present is quantitatively well simulated
PRCP over the equator increases by ~20%;  more wave would be generated



present QBO future QBO80-years

QBO: longer period, smaller amplitude, higher lowermost levels in the lower stratosphere

Present: period ~2 years, easterly -25 ms-1, westerly 15 ms-1, extend down to ~70-80 hPa
Future:  period 25-29 months, lowermost levels become higher, weaker amplitude



Warming in the troposphere
Cooling in the stratosphere
Mid-latitude westerlies are strengthen 

Climatological annual&zonal mean T, U
Black line: present, Red line: future
Red (Blue) shaded: positive (negative) 

Upward displacement of 0 m/s line
enhance upward propagation of
orographic GWs

0 m/s lines shift equatorward
More extratropical Rossby waves to 
propagate into the equatorial region

Differences: future － present

T

U

Strengthening Brewer-Dobson circulation
Butchart and Scaife (2001)
Butchart et al. (2006)
Garcia and Randel (2008)
McLandress and Shepherd (2009)
Okamoto et al. (2011) ← Kaoru’s talk today



Structual changes in the zonal mean U in the UTLS makes wave forcing anomalies

EP-flux, EPDIV + mountain GWD anomalies (v*, w*) & diabatic heating anomalies

Profiles of w*, Ratio of Future to Present

More waves with westward momentum
propagate upward and equatorward

Residual mean circulation anomalies upward
and poleward make QBO period longer

w* increases ~30-40% at 50-70 hPa
increases more in the lower stratosphere

present

future



Wave forcing anomalies (b) s=1-11, (c) s=12-106, (d) mountain GWD

Westward wave forcing with s=1-11
(mostly due to extratropical Rossby waves)
More equatorward propagating waves result
from equatorward shift of 0 m/s line of U

Westward forcing anomalies by mountain GW
result from upward shift of 0m/s line of U

Westward forcing anomalies by s≥12 is small
Future w* change could be investigated 
in lower resolution models
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Time-height cross section of
(A) Vertical shears of zonal mean U (Uz)
(B) EP-flux divergence
(C) momentum budget at 30 hPa

A

B

C

Uz in the future become weaker in the
lower stratosphere ← w* increases

EP-flux div in the future become smaller
especially in the lower stratosphere

zonal mean momentum budget at 30hPa
both the absolute value of EP-flux div
and forcing due to residual circulation
in the future become smaller

→ result in weaker Uz 



Smaller EP-flux div in the future does not necessarily result from a decrease in wave flux
EP-flux div depends not only on wave fluxes but also on the background Uz
Weaker Uz capture less gravity waves per unit altitude → smaller EP-flux div 

The changes in wave momentum flux in the future should be investigated
Vertical profiles of mean moisture heating and standard deviation of moisture heating

Mean moist heating in the future become larger increased specific humidity (not shown)
Standard deviations of heating due to both s=1-11 and s=12-106 become larger in the future
→ More waves could be generated in the future

present

future

20S-20N ave
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Wave momentum flux Profiles 10S-10N

|u’w’| increased 10-15% at 150-60 hPa

|u’w’|  shift upward → source altitude changes
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Total wave momentum increases by 10-15%, but

wave momentum fluxes with 2<Cx<20m/s
〃 -30<Cx<-15m/s

do not increase whose ranges relevant to QBO

Wave momentum flux with faster |Cx| increase
→ expected to have important influences in MLT

Do increased wave momentum fluxes result in increased forcing of the QBO?



present future
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Why the EP-flux differences depend on the zonal phase velocity Cx?
Same spectra but for PRCP in 10S-10N

Spectral differences of PRCP
similar to those of Fz in the LS

Stronger and more sporadic with
shorter period (several hours) increases

PRCP with slow Cx does not change
2< Cx <20 m/s and -30< Cx <-10m/s

Differences in the PRCP spectra cause
the differences in Fz in the LS 



Future QBO: period, amplitude and lowermost levels in the future become
longer, smaller and higher

(1) Warming troposphere and cooling stratosphere cause stronger westerlies
in the mid-latitude and an upward /equatorward shift of 0 m/s line

(2) Westward forcing due to extratropical Rossby waves and parameterized
mountain GWD is formed in the mid-latitude stratosphere.

(3) w* increases about 30% and Uz become weaker in the equatorial lower 
stratosphere

(4) Increased moisture heating result in wave fluxes increasing by 10-15%

(5) Momentum flux relevant to the QBO (2<Cx<20m/s, -30<Cx<-15m/s) 
do not increase

(6) QBO changes in the future are obvious in the equatorial lower stratosphere 



CMIP3 multimodel mean

Tropospheric warming
stratospheric cooling
strengthening westerlies
0 m/s lines shift
equatorward & upward 

Alter the propagations of 
Rossby waves and
Mountain gravity waves



Butchart et al. (2006), Clim Dyn

Residual mean upward circulation will be strengthened in all models



Changes in the wave fluxes are quite modest in the range of Cx that affect the QBO 
but quite large for very high |Cx|, corresponding to PRCP change →(5)

Whether this aspect can be considered robust is a subject for further investigation, 
although at least the tendency for more short term rainfall extremes in a warmer 
climate is a feature seen in other GCM studies (O’Gorman and Schneider, 2009a,b)

Future SST used in the simulation may also affect the future change of the QBO

(1) Warming troposphere and cooling stratosphere cause stronger westerlies
in the mid-latitude and an upward /equatorward shift of 0 m/s line

(2) Westward forcing due to extratropical Rossby waves and parameterized
mountain GWD is formed in the mid-latitude stratosphere.

(3) w* increases about 30% and Uz become weaker in the equatorial lower 
stratosphere

(4) Increased moisture heating result in wave fluxes increasing by 10-15%

(5) Momentum flux relevant to the QBO (2<Cx<20m/s, -30<Cx<-15m/s) 
do not increase

(6) QBO changes in the future are obvious in the equatorial lower stratosphere ○

○



The strengthening of the tropical w* is driven mainly by changes in the 
subtropical EP flux divergence due to large-scale waves (1 ≤ s ≤ 11) and 
parameterized topographic waves
→ effects may not depend strongly on model resolution 

The fluxes associated with waves with the range of Cx that have the 
strongest influence on the QBO do not change much in the future climate. 
→If this holds, the results for the change in QBO behavior may be

reasonably independent of model horizontal resolution.

Model dependence on the QBO changes

How the QBO changes will depend on the changes in equatorial mean 
upwelling and in the wave fluxes entering the equatorial lower stratosphere



Wave flux change will depend to some extent on (still uncertain)
convection parameterizations. 

Flux changes were quite large for the very high phase speed waves, which 
correspond to a precipitation field in the warm climate that is heavier and 
more sporadic than in the present climate. 

Whether this aspect of the climate projection can be considered robust is a 
subject for further investigation

At least the tendency for more short term rainfall extremes in a warmer 
climate is a feature seen in other GCM studies and may result from a robust 
mechanism (e.g. O'Gorman and Schneider, 2009a,b).

Model dependence on the precipitation changes
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absolute value of momentum flux|u’w’| & Cgz for waves with s=12-106

Ratio of Future to Present Profiles 10S-10N

' 'u w

Cgz

|u’w’| increases by 10-14% at 150-60 hPa

Cgz become larger over 150 hPa
Positive Cgz anomaly negative N2 anomaly

GWs propagate faster vertically
in the lower stratosphere in the future

N2 anomaly

vertical profile of |u’w’| & Cgz shift upward
→ correspond to source change



Frequency power spectra of U at the equator as a function of height

Increased SST extends QBO period about 1-3 months, whereas increased CO2 do about 1 
month. Period of the QBO in future run becomes longer about 1-5 months 



QBO: longer period, smaller amplitude, higher lowermost levels in the lower stratosphere

Present: period ~2 years, easterly -25 ms-1, westerly 15 ms-1, extend down to ~70-80 hPa
Future:  period 25-29 months, lowermost levels become higher, weaker amplitude



s=12-42
s=43-106
s=107-213

For westward wind shear (Uz<0)
waves with s≥43 (λx≤~1000km)

T42 AGCM by Giorgetta et al. (2006)
resolved wave → eastward wind shear
parameterized wave → westward wind shear

The relative role of EQWs and internal GWs to driving the QBO (10S-10N)

<eastward wind shear Uz>0>
eastward EQWs: ~ 25-50 %
3-D GWs:           ~ 50-75 %

<westward wind shear phase Uz<0>
westward EQWs: 
~10% during weak westward wind
~0 % during strong westward wind

The QBO simulation driven by resolved 
waves in the model is needed to
investigate how the QBO will change
in the future 

Kawatani et al. (2010a), JAS



Giorgetta and Doege (2005): Sensitivity of the QBO to CO2 doubling, GRL
MAECHAM5: T42L90 (top 80km) & Gravity wave drag parameterization Hines (1997)

Since how gravity wave activity as described by GW parameterization changes in the future climate
remains uncertain, gravity wave source strength changes (1) 0%, (2) 10% (3) 20% 
→intra-monthly variance in PRCP is increased in the future

resolved wave
(1≤s≤42)

parameterized
wave forcing

momentum budged in Uz<0

parameterized wave
forcing make the QBO
changed in the future

No statistically significant changes between present
QBO and future QBO with 0% change of GWD

p-QBO 0%

20%10%



MIROC3.2-AGCM  T106L72 (Δz = 550 m)
Mountain  GW parameterization included (McFarlane 1987)
Nonstationary GW parameterization none
→QBO is driven by resolved waves
90-year integration (hourly sampled data for 81-90 years)

<Control Run (present climate run)>
HadISST 1979-1998
CO2: 345 ppmv

<Double CO2 run (future climate run)>
SST incremented by the predicted changes
from 1979-1998 to 2080-2099 in CMIP3
(SRES A1B scenario)

double CO2 : 690 ppmv
Ozone change: No

2 2 22 1 2xCO HadISST xCO xCOSST SST dSST →= +
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